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Simple Summary: Endometrial cancer is the most frequent gynecologic tumor in developed
countries. Obesity is an established risk factor for this disease. This work provides an overview of
pathophysiological interactions and pathways in obese women initiating tumorigenesis. Furthermore,
the clinical impact of adiposity on the treatment of endometrial cancer is discussed as well therapeutic
and preventive options.

Abstract: Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most frequently observed malignant gynecologic disease in
developed countries. There is a strong association between the established risk factor obesity and the
incidence of EC. Furthermore, the rate of women with a body mass index (BMI) > 30 kg/m2 is increasing
worldwide, correspondingly leading to a higher prevalence of EC. Understanding the adipose tissue
as an endocrine organ, elementary pathophysiological pathways of tumorigenesis have been revealed.
This includes the fundamental role of hyperglycemia, insulin resistance, and hyperestrogenemia,
as well as interactions with a chronic proinflammatory microenvironment. Therapeutic options
potentially include metformin or bariatric surgery. Moreover, changes in individual lifestyle such as
weight reduction, physical activity, and an awareness of healthy nutrition are effective in preventing
the disease.

Keywords: endometrial cancer; obesity; body mass index; hyperglycemia; proinflammatory
microenvironment; metformin; surgery

1. Introduction

Increasing body mass index (BMI) is a phenomenon being seen not only in the classical Western
world but also in developing countries [1,2]. Indeed, one-third of American women are obese, defined
by a BMI > 30 kg/m2, with about 7% presenting with severe or morbid obesity (BMI > 40 kg/m2) [3].
There is a strong, well-established association between obesity and the development of endometrial
cancer (EC) [4,5]. A meta-analysis of the American Institute for Cancer Research recently found that
for every increase of five BMI units, there was a 50% increase for the risk of developing EC [6]. As a
consequence, the incidence of EC is constantly increasing worldwide [7,8].

However, many women are still not aware of this very individual risk factor [3,9]. Thus, there is a
strong demand to improve the common understanding of the relationship between adiposity and EC
and to offer therapeutic and behavioral strategies.
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This communication provides an overview of the main, known pathophysiological pathways
and mechanisms connecting obesity and EC. In addition, implications for therapy and prevention
are discussed.

2. Adipose-Derived Pathophysiological Mechanisms Linking EC to Adiposity

The link between obesity and EC is a highly complex system consisting of several closely
intertwined pathways and mechanisms. Adiposity influences not only the metabolism but is also
highly associated with hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance, hyperglycemia, and hyperinsulinemia.
Fat tissue and its components have pro- and anti-inflammatory characteristics and function as a source
of hormone production, thus playing a key role in endometrial proliferation. Via complex signaling
pathways, receptors, and gene expression, fat tissue not only induces proliferation but also invasion
and modulation of cancer cells.

2.1. Estrogen-Driven Tumorigenesis

In premenopausal women, endometrial proliferation due to cyclic estrogen expression of the
ovarian tissue is essential for a healthy menstrual cycle. Naturally, estrogen levels decrease in the
ovaries in postmenopausal women, and the role of peripheral and adipose tissue in estrogen synthesis
gain in importance [8]. Adipose tissue expresses aromatase, an enzyme that catalyzes the endogenous
conversion of androgen to estrogen [10]. Thus, with an increase in adipose tissue, estrogen levels
increase (Figure 1). Similarly, the amount of sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), a hormone that
binds and transports estrogen, decreases. Consequently, the level of bioactive estrogen in the circulating
bloodstream increases further. In 1996, Potischman et al. showed that an increased risk of EC is directly
associated with a high level of circulating, unopposed estrogen and a low plasma level of SHBG [11].
While both estrone and estradiol are linked to an increased risk, the highest risk was observed for
unconjugated estradiol [12]. Friedenreich et al. showed in 2020 that the influence of menopause in
EC emerges from estrone (p = 0.02), estradiol (p = 0.006), and, moreover, androstenedione (p = 0.01),
but not from SHBG or testosterone [13]. The effect attributed to elevated levels of androstenedione
might mainly be driven by their conversion to estrogen [14].
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The oncogenic signal of estrogen is mediated through estrogen receptors α and β (ERα and ERβ),
modulating transcriptional nuclear signaling [15]. In Ishikawa and KLE cell lines, ERα and Eβ promote
cell invasion, migration, and proliferation, suggesting an association between receptor overexpression,
invasiveness, and metastasis of EC [16]. ERs induce an overstimulation of the phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway in EC cell lines and
thus play a role in epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) [16,17]. In both types of EC, estrogen
induces increased levels of phosphorylation of PI3K p85α and activates phosphorylation of mTOR and
AKT [16].

Yang et al. recently discovered that estrogen-induced upregulation of prohibitin expression
represents an element of endometrial tumorigenesis and the estrogen-ER signaling pathway.
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By inhibiting ubiquitination, estrogen stabilizes prohibitin, while ERα mediates protein expression.
High prohibitin levels are linked to a poor EC prognosis [18].

In 2011, Zhang et al. further investigated the role of fat mass and obesity-associated (FTO) gene
as FTO was found to be overexpressed in endometrial tumor tissue in white, non-Hispanic [19],
and Chinese women. By activating the PI3K/AKT and MPAK signal pathway, β-estradiol (E2) induced
FTO evokes tumor proliferation and invasion [20]. However, E2 also interferes in EC cell invasion and
migration via activation of IL-6 pathway and its target genes (Bcl-2, Mcl.1, cyclin D1 and MMP2) [21].

In addition to ERα and ERβ, estrogen also binds to G protein-coupled estrogen receptor (GPER),
promoting non-nuclear-regulated apoptosis, migration, and cell growth [22].

Accordingly, the estrogen response causes tumorigenesis by damaging DNA strands, stimulating
angiogenesis, and promoting cell proliferation and mutagenesis.

However, already in 1996, Potischman et al. and later Brinton et al. in 2017 reported that high
estrogen levels could only partially explain the link between obesity and EC; however, BMI remained a
significant hazard factor. Dossus et al. linked two other constituents in addition to steroids to elevated
EC risk in postmenopausal women: insulin resistance/metabolic syndrome and inflammation [23].

2.2. Adipose Tissue—An Endocrine Organ

In this context, hypertrophied adipose tissue assumes the function of an endocrine organ in human
metabolism. It not only secretes estrogen, but also adiponectin, visfatin, resistin, leptin, and tumor
necrosis factor-α (TNFα).

High serum levels of visfatin were found to be associated with cell proliferation, differentiation,
and inhibition of apoptosis in EC, especially in obese patients (BMI > 25) and correlate with tissue
differentiation [24] and FIGO EC stage [25]. Likewise, Dallal et al. found high leptin serum levels as a
predictive factor for EC risk [26]. Leptin binding to leptin receptors activates JAK2/STAT3, MAPK,
and PI3K/Akt signaling pathways and thus modulates cell proliferation. Furthermore, leptin promotes
a proinflammatory microenvironment, stimulating cytokines and T-helper 1 cells. This state of chronic
inflammation modulating immune responses enhances angiogenesis and growth of cancer cells [27]
(Figure 2).
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Likewise, adipocytes also produce adiponectin, a protein attributed to both anti-inflammatory
and antiproliferative actions [28]. Serum adiponectin level was found to be decreased in women with
EC and related to a poor prognosis [29]. Wang et al. were able to show an inverse correlation between
adiponectin serum levels, FIGO stage, and tissue differentiation [24]. Furthermore, visfatin/adiponectin
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ratio and leptin/adiponectin ratio were independently associated with an increased risk for developing
EC [24,30]. Although the association of hypoadiponectinemia and EC risk was shown to be independent
of BMI, adiponectin secretion decreases in particular in visceral adipose tissue with increasing
adiposity [31]. Weyer et al. suggested, however, that low serum levels of adiponectin were associated
with hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance independent of the degree of adiposity [32].

2.3. The Link between Estrogen, Insulin Resistance, and Cancer

Decrease in adiponectin and release of leptin, interleukin-6, TNFα and free fatty acids influence
the response of certain body tissue to insulin [33]. Thus, adipokines, interleukins and TNFα induce
insulin resistance, while adiponectin can be understood as an endogenous insulin sensitizer.

Hyperinsulinemia is considered a comorbidity of obesity and represents an estrogen-independent
endometrial carcinoma risk factor [34]. Insulin and IGF-1 have been found to be associated with
angiogenesis [35] and differentiation [36]. By reducing levels of IGF-binding proteins-1 and -2, insulin
increases levels of IGF-1 and IGF-2 in the serum. IGF-1 inhibits cell apoptosis and promotes cell
proliferation via the MAPK and PI3K/mTOR signaling pathway [37]. High levels of IGF-1 and insulin
then depress SHBG synthesis again in the liver and induce steroidogenesis, increasing bioavailable
estrogen levels.

Analogous to hypoadiponectemia, hyperinsulinemia was found to be a risk factor of EC
independently of BMI [38,39]. Another comorbidity of adiposity is hypercholesterolemia, which recently
was linked to cancer growth as the potentially missing link between obesity and cancer. As a cholesterol
metabolite, 27-hydroxycholesterol (27HC) functions as an endogenous selective ER modulator (SERM).
Serum concentrations of ER increase with age and with serum cholesterol levels [40].

Obesity constitutes a risk factor for EC; therefore, adipose tissue must be seen as a highly
complex, multifactorial component in tumorigenesis. Adipose tissue functions as an endocrine
organ; thus, obesity results in a dysregulated secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, adipocytes,
dysfunction, and infiltration of immune cells, inducing damaged DNA strands, angiogenesis,
cell proliferation, and mutagenesis. Weihe et al. found that this association started during childhood
and adolescence, which increases cancer risk in adulthood [41]. However, certain risk factors, such as
hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance, and hypoadiponectinemia, were shown to be independent of BMI,
partially explaining mechanisms of endometrial carcinogenesis in nonobese women. Cancer-inducing
interactions among all involved components are still not fully understood. Nonetheless, these risk
factors, seen as comorbidities, are related to adiposity, underscoring the relevance of obesity in
endometrial tumorigenesis.

3. Clinical Management and Treatment

3.1. Metformin

The biguanide metformin is commonly used as antidiabetic drug, mainly as standard medication
for patients suffering from type 2 diabetes mellitus. However, preclinical studies also confirmed
an antineoplastic activity of this molecule. On the one hand, metformin influences several cellular
growth and proliferation signaling pathways, in particular the PI3K/AKT/mTOR or PI3K/AKT/MDM2
pathway [42,43]. On the other hand, there is evidence that metformin inhibits EMT, for example, by
increasing E-cadherin expression [44]. Recent reports also demonstrated that metformin inhibited
PD-L1 in an EC cell line model and thereby can suppress cancer cell growth [45].

There is increasing evidence that these antineoplastic effects can be used to prevent and treat
EC [46]. In 2017, Meireles and colleagues published a systematic review of 19 relatively heterogeneous
studies showing that metformin reversed atypic endometrial hyperplasia [46,47]. In addition, another
systematic review demonstrated that metformin treatment was associated with a significantly decreased
mortality among postmenopausal EC patients [48]. In contrast to these reports, in a systematic review of
seven studies in 2019, Chu and colleagues could not confirm a risk reduction for EC by metformin [49].
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Nevertheless, the same authors proved that relapse in EC patients was significantly reduced and
overall survival significantly prolonged (HR = 0.47, 95% CI 0.33–0.67, p < 0.05).

Whether metformin can be directly used as an antineoplastic agent for the treatment of EC is
currently still the topic of controversial debate [46,50–55].

3.2. Obesity and Its Consequences for Surgical Treatment

Total laparoscopic hysterectomy with bilateral salpingoophorectomy is a routine surgical procedure
with curative intent in patients with early-stage EC [56]. One advantage of minimally invasive surgery
in obese patients is that major perioperative morbidity associated with wound breakdown of larger
mid-line incision scars can be avoided [57]. Furthermore, significantly less blood loss is attributed
to laparoscopic interventions than to open surgery and patients can be mobilized faster during the
postoperative period. Thus, the risk of thrombosis can be reduced and reconvalescence can be
improved [58]. Gambacorti-Passerini and colleagues confirmed these findings in an observational
study on 83 patients, pointing out that laparoscopic surgery can be safely offered to obese patients
with EC [59].

However, the Trendelenburg position is mandatory for laparoscopic hysterectomy. A recently
published systematic review and meta-analysis of 51 observational studies on 10,800 patients found a
conversion rate of 7% for morbidly obese patients undergoing laparoscopic surgery, whereas in 31% of
these cases, the reason for conversion was an intolerance of Trendelenburg position [60]. In that study,
the authors also found that robotic surgery was better able to avoid conversions.

Nevertheless, there is consensus that adiposity is associated with a highly increased rate of
perioperative complications and morbidity following laparotomy, including greater blood loss, wound
infections, secondary wound breakdown, thrombosis, and hospital stay [61]. Finally, in cases of
extreme morbid obesity, any surgical access might be impossible, either because anesthesiological
surveillance of the patient is insufficient or because there is no surgical route to the surgically relevant
structures in the pelvis mainly due to the intra-abdominal adiposity.

3.3. Possible Complications of Chemotherapy and Radiotherapy Due to Obesity

There is some evidence that obese patients show differences in pharmacokinetics and metabolic
dysregulation compared to non-obese patients [62]. However, there is very little evidence that these
differences lead to increased toxicity among obese patients [63]. Moreover, the main risk factor for
obese patients under chemotherapy can be seen in the fact that the treatment might be underdosed.
Fearing potential—but not really proven—toxicities, physicians still tend to cap the maximum dosage
of standard chemotherapy regimens at 2.0 m2 body surface area (BSA) instead of applying the full
standard dosage. In 2012, a special ASCO guideline focused on this issue, after stating that in 2012 up
to 40% of all obese cancer patients were treated with suboptimally dosed chemotherapy regimens [64].
In line with these data, in 2009 Schwartz et al. reported on a retrospective study on 59 obese patients
with a BSA > 2.0 m2 receiving adjuvant chemotherapy with carboplatin and paclitaxel for endometrial
or ovarian cancer [65]. A total of 50 patients were treated with standard paclitaxel dosages according
to the actual body weight, whereas in nine patients, the paclitaxel dosages were capped at a BSA of
2.0 m2. Interestingly, the authors did not find any significant differences between both groups in rates
of toxicity or dose modification. Thus, they concluded that any empiric dose reduction is unnecessary
and may lead to suboptimal cancer treatment.

Radiotherapy is also a cornerstone of standard treatment of primary endometrial cancer. In parallel
to the chemotherapy-related effects discussed above, there is also a lack of evidence regarding the
effects of obesity on potential radiotherapy complications. In 2017, Smits and colleagues reported the
result of a retrospective cohort study on 159 women diagnosed with endometrial cancer who received
radiotherapy as part of their general primary treatment including external beam radiotherapy as well
as vaginal brachytherapy [66]. In the analyzed cohort, 63 women had a BMI < 30 kg/m2 and 47 women
were obese. As main result of this study, BMI was not associated with the incidence of acute and late
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radiation toxicities in the different radiotherapy groups and there were no differences in individual
complication between the BMI groups.

4. Weight Reduction and Its Value as Prevention Measure

4.1. Lifestyle

There is increasing evidence that intentional weight loss significantly reduces incidence and
mortality of EC in obese patients. The Women’s Health Initiative Study (WHI), for example,
demonstrated that an intentional weight loss of >5% was associated with a significantly reduced EC
risk [46,67,68]. This was also confirmed in a systematic review and meta-analysis by Zhang et al. in
2019. The authors reported that intentional weight loss and maintaining a stable, healthy weight were
associated with a significantly lower risk of EC (RR range 0.61–0.96) [69].

The question of weight loss is relevant as Haggerty and colleagues pointed out in 2017.
They conducted a survey among patients with stage I EC and found that 59% of the patients
reported great interest in using weight loss as a preventive method against recurrence [3].

Intentional weight loss can, on the one hand, be achieved by maintaining a healthy and effective
diet to reasonably reduce weight. On the other hand, increasing physical activity, for example,
by exercise is also a potential method of losing weight. There is consensus that physical activity is
beneficial for reducing individual cancer risk [70–72]. In particular, the risk for developing EC can be
positively affected [73,74].

4.2. Bariatric Surgery

Bariatric surgery interventions can lead to substantial weight loss. In 2007, Sjostrom and colleagues
reported the results of the Swedish Obese Subjects (SOS) study [75]. In this trial, 1420 obese women
who underwent bariatric surgery were observed and compared to a control group that received
“conventional”, conservative obesity treatment such as diet, increase in physical activity, etc. In this
trial, bariatric surgery led to a significantly reduced incidence of EC (HR = 0.56, p = 0.014) after a median
follow-up period of 18.2 years [46,76]. These findings were recently confirmed and underscored by
data from a systematic review published by Winder et al. [77]. The authors analyzed the results of
five prospective trials comparing women who underwent bariatric surgery with a control group with
respect to their risk of developing EC. As a key result of this study, a significant risk reduction for EC
was found for the bariatric surgery group (OR = 0.317, 95% CI = 0.161–0.627).

The pathophysiological mechanism underlying the effects of bariatric surgery is still not fully
understood. One possible pathway of action might be the decrease in glucose levels as well as beneficial
influences from insulin levels and associated cytokines. In addition, bariatric surgery was reported to
decrease serum levels of proinflammatory cytokines [78].

4.3. Implications of Weight Loss after Diagnosis of Endometrial Cancer

In contrast to the presented evidence for the beneficial effects of weight reduction in order to
prevent the origination of endometrial cancer, there is little information on the effects of weight loss
after diagnosis of the disease. In 2012 in a retrospective study El-Safadi and co-authors analyzed
705 patients with endometrial cancer under follow-up. The records of all patients were reviewed for
body weight after the diagnosis of EC and during follow-up [79]. Finally, the recurrence-free interval
was determined. Interestingly, in this study a moderate weight gain of ≤1 kg/m2 was associated
with the best prognosis among these patients. In contrast, patients who showed a weight loss, had a
worse prognosis. However, the authors did not differentiate between intentional and non-intentional
weight-loss. In addition, the statistical power of this retrospective analysis was low. Nevertheless,
currently there is no strong evidence given that once an endometrial cancer has been originated weight
reduction would lead to definite improvement of outcome.
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5. Conclusions

Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most frequently observed malignant gynecologic disease in
developed countries.

Obesity presents one risk factor in tumorigenesis of EC as adipose tissue can been understood as
an endocrine organ resulting in a disbalanced levels of estrogen, pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines
and adipocytes. This imbalance leads to a dysregulation of insulin resistance and hyperglycemia, to an
infiltration of immune cells, inducing damaged DNA strands, angiogenesis, increased cell proliferation
rates and mutagenesis. The interactions of all these components in tumorigenesis are still not fully
understood. Understanding these risk factors as comorbidities related to adiposity, they emphasize the
relevance of obesity in endometrial tumorigenesis.

There is broad evidence that the antidiabetic agent metformin has antineoplastic properties and
can be used in the prevention and treatment of endometrial cancer.

Obesity has a major impact on surgery for EC and is also of relevance for chemotherapy
and radiotherapy.

Intentional weight loss as well as bariatric surgery are effective to reduce the risk for the origination
of endometrial cancer.
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